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I-Language Form and Meanings 

A) Vocabulary 

-Choose the correct word from a,b,c and d 

1) Sorry, I can’t run. I’m still wearing my…………………………….. 

a) muscles              b) sandals              c) exercises             d) pianos 

 

2)What…………………………are you? It’s thirty-five.  

a) step                     b) exercise           c) runner               d) size  

 

3)My father is a great………………………... . He won the swimming race.  

a) runner           b) swimmer        c) needle                d) heart  

 

4)I ……………………my pen. Can you give me yours, please?  

a) stretched               b) pointed                c) forgot                 d) sailed 

 

5)My mother is an artist. She is…………………………. good at painting.  

a) runner                  b) really               c) treasure             d) step  

 

B) Grammar 

-Choose the correct answer from a,b,c and d 

 

1)I’m good at swimming……………………I can’t ride a bike.  

a) and                   b) or                      c) but                     d) for  

 

2)My father is good at ………………………………  

a) sail                    b) sailing               c) to sail                 d) sails  

 

3)Dana didn’t find the treasure………………………..the gold.  

a) or                      b) but                    c) and                   d) to 

 

4)I think Ahmed’s going to……………………….the running race.  

a) wins                   b) won                    c)  winning             d)  win  
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II-Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage then answer the questions below. 

        I am so excited! Mum and Dad are going to take me to the circus for the 

first time. All the kids at school have already been to a circus, except me. It 

was finally Saturday, and we went to the circus. We found our seats.We 

watched huge elephants walked through some big hoops that two men were 

holding. Next, some clowns came out on unicycles. Some were joking with us 

while others did tricks on their unicycles. The best part was when the 

gymnastic players walk high above us on a very thin rope. Dad got some cotton 

candy and popcorn for me and I shared them with my little sister, Mona. After 

that, some beautiful grey horses came out and did a great show. Finally, it was 

time to go home, but I'll never forget that day. 

 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d.  

1- The best title for the passage is: 

              a) Kids at School                 b) A Day at the Circus    

c) Funny Clowns                   d) Gymnastic Players 

 

2- The underlined pronoun (them) in line 7 refers to: 

        a) candy and popcorn      b) grey horses        

        c) thin rope                    d) Mum and Dad 

 

3- The underlined word (huge) in line 3 means: 

a) very smart       b) very high         c) very big        d) very fantastic 

 

4- The show in the circus start with: 

  a) clowns' tricks                            b) horses' riders     

  c) gymnastic players                      d) huge elephants 

 

Answer the following questions. 

1. What was the best part at the circus? 

………………………………………………………………………….  

2. When did they go to the circus? 

…………………………………………………………………………. 
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III- Writing 

A) Composition 

Write a short paragraph of five sentences about “Walking” with the help of 

the guide pictureand words: 

 

              exercise_ muscles _ useful_ heart_ place. 

 

Walking 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

B) Write the word  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

……………………..             …………………..              ………………….                   …………………… 
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